Member Advisory

DATE: February 4, 2020
NUMBER: MA 20-02

FROM: Club Racing Board

TO: Touring Competitors

SUBJECT: Tires and Configuration (VTS) documents in Touring

Touring competitors are reminded that all cars are required to run DOT tires per 9.1.9.1 and 9.3.45 unless an alternative is specified in the car's spec line.

An example of an alternate tire being allowed is the recent change to the T3 MX-5 Cup spec allowing the series BFG non-DOT tire.

If a spec line indicates the car must conform to a specific configuration (i.e. VTS Sheet) competitors must have a copy of the referenced configuration document. Only those modifications referred to and the contents within the specified document are permitted. No other linking documents referenced (i.e. Appendixes, memos or other) are allowed unless they are additionally described in the GCR vehicle spec line. No further Touring allowances are allowed beyond the specified configuration.

An example of multiple configuration documents being allowed is the T1 Acura NSX Turbo World Challenge. Both World-Challenge VTS and Appendix A are referenced